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Introduction 
 

By the plan of EU Proteus project Slovenian and Croatian cave rescue teams visited two caves deeper 
than 500 meters. In Slovenia a cave named Velika ledena jama v Paradani (Big ice cave in Paradana) 
and in Croatia a cave Kita Gaćešina were chosen.  
In this document there are reports of the visit and purposes of the visit are listed. Main goal was to 
make a precise technical plan of the caves which could be a very helpful tool in case if a rescue action 
from these caves. Velika ledena jama v Paradani was also chosen to be the cave for our final cave 
rescue exercise of this project. We had several caves in mind but since we would like this action to be 
well promoted by media, the most convenient cave is Ledena jama v Paradani. All other caves 
(especially in the Kanin massif) from are difficult of access so there would be a lot of logistic troubles. 
Some important activities regarding final exercise have already been performed. Due to Slovenian 
legislations we had to get a special permission from our Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Agriculture 
and Environment – Slovenian Environment Agency (permission in Annex 1). Since this is a special 
protected area by Nature 2000 (http://www.uradni-list.si/1/content?id=49009) we also have to get a 
concordance from commune Nova Gorica. We have also started to arrange all other necessary 
documentation for the exercise to be ready in time. 
  

Action B.3: Research of a Slovenian cave (Velika ledena jama v Paradani) 
 
For the above mentioned purposes the cave was visited on the 6th October 2012.  
Velika ledena jama v Paradani is an interesting ice cave with entrance at only 1.130 m high above sea 
level. Its over 40 m deep entrance Doline is filled with snow and ice year round and ice may be found 
around 140 m deep in the cave as late as July. It has been visited by cavers and ice-collecting workers 
for about a century. Its position near a road, effortless entrance and constant presence of ice resulted 
in it becoming a tourist attraction, known well outside of Slovenian borders. A parking area for 
several cars has been arranged and the walking path to the cave entrance is marked, secured by a 
fence and well maintained by the local tourist club. The entrance magnitude and proximity of a road 
are well-suited for media coverage and could even host live feeds from the cave. 
Paradana has long remained unexplored and only exploited for its ice. In the 1970’s real exploration 
began and the cave was soon explored to -380 m. In the last decade and a half the cave was 
deepened and prolonged to about 740 m depth and over 4,5 km in length and is still being actively 
explored. This was yet another reason for the cave to be chosen as the cave hosting the EU Proteus 
final deep cave rescue exercise. 
 
In October 2012 a team of 14 cavers visited the cave in order to familiarize themselves with the cave, 
rig and re-rig some pits in the cave, explore new parts at the bottom part of the cave and validate the 
technical cave plan, created during and after previous explorations. The second team whose goal was 
technical cave plan validation went in on the second day of the activity. During their cautious descent 
the members made observations and commented on the presence of water, rock quality, passage 
transitivity and envisioned the rescue maneuvers and possible bivouac places that would be 
necessary in a rescue operation down to depth of 570 m (Figure 1 & 2– cave map). The plan was also 
amended with new details about the anchor points and lengths of rope used to rig the cave. After a 

http://www.uradni-list.si/1/content?id=49009
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short break in the bivouac and some sightseeing most of the team members returned to the surface. 
The rest stayed in the cave one more night, explored some more and returned to the surface on the 
third day. 

 
Figure 1: Cave ˝Ledena jama v Paradani ˝map (yellow part is the stretcher evacuation path). Reference: Cadaster JZS. 
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Figure 2: Detailed plan of the part of the cave where the final exercise will be performed (from -520 meters deep). 
Reference: Cadaster JZS. 
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In the detail rescue technical plan (in Annex 2) there were 44 interesting stretches identified on the 
rigged/visited path from the entrance depth of the cave to the depth of 570 m. The details on the 
walking path to the entrance itself were omitted. 
The details that are interesting during caving are: 

- pit depth and (passage) width/height, 
- length of rope needed to rig the detail, 
- type, quantity and as precise as possible position of anchors 
- type and quality of the rock around the detail, possibilities for natural anchors 
- presence of draft, water or waterfall, ice 
- rock-falls and other dangerous areas. 

In addition cave rescue service benefits greatly from the envisioned rescue maneuvers such as 
counterweights, deviations, Z-rigs and Tyrolean traverses and the equipment, needed for their 
execution, namely – rope lengths. 
Both activities also take advantage in knowing good places for setting up bivouacs and/or emergency 
shelters. 
The plan produced and verified as the result of the activities in the cave gives focus to all the 
enumerated details. Each stretch defines all the applicable details and describes them to a level fit for 
planning a new exploration or a rescue operation. 
 
Starting from the bottom part (at 570 m depth), a series of counterweights or combinations with Z-
rigs would be necessary. Rock-falls present danger in this area since they are directly above the 50 m 
deep final pit. 2 more counterweights or an approx. 30 m long Tyrolean traverse follow. One more 
and the stretcher reach first narrow passage at -500 m. More counterweights follow with an option 
for multiple adjacent counterweights for gentle slope transfer, counterweight on a Tyrolean, or a 
transfer from counterweight to a Tyrolean. The rock is rather poor at some points. 
A few more meters and the stretcher reaches the bottom of Oranžno brezno, an 80 m deep pit, top 
10 m narrower, followed by a short low-ceiling plateau and a rock-fall passage to a rainy resting 
place. This stretch can be covered by 2-3 counterweights, possibly with deviation(s) and a Z-rig. 
The next 30 m may again be covered with 2 counterweights and a possible minor deviation at the 
very top. A dry but already colder (approx. 2°C) bivouac at -350 m is reached. 
A short horizontal passing is followed by another counterweight/counterbalance with deviation and 
another danger of falling rocks. A few sprinkles later another counterweight follows. There is another 
one through a narrower rock-fall of larger rocks. The next wet counterweight ends in a narrow gently-
rising meander, through which the stretcher can only pass at the very top. After about 10 m (at -300 
m) a series of 3 wider pits with narrow parts at the top of them is reached. All of them comprise 
some water sprinkling and may be traversed using counterweights and Z-rigs. The middle one is 
additionally followed by a meander with a rocky passage. There are a few places where rest is 
possible on a semi dry spot. 
A bit wider space follows on the next 3 counterweights and narrows down afterwards between some 
bigger rocks. Another Z-rig might come in handy at this point. The stretcher is now at -250 m. This is 
the place for another short rest. The next pit takes it 17 m higher and is followed by another few 
meters of horizontal transport and another rather narrow passage. Another counterweight, narrow 
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passage, counterweight with a deviation or two, minor chicane and the stretcher reaches the bottom 
of Logaški graben at -200 m. 
Logaški graben is taken care of by 3 counterweights and a short Z-rig on top. Again, watch out for the 
rock-fall. A Z-rig with a deviation might be best suited to handle the stretch from -150 m upwards. 
The rock-fall presents a minor danger here as well. Some more hand carrying is necessary along the 
following ledges and tunnel; protection with Z-rig is advised. Next there is another narrow rock-fall of 
larger rocks and one more counterweight with a deviation. A Z-rig might suffice to traverse the ledge 
that follows. Stretcher could remain safeguarded by the preceding counterweight. Here is one more 
chance for a break, this time with temperature around 1°C. 2 m belay, another counterweight, the 
last narrow passage and depth of -100 m is reached on Porton. 
2 counterweights should suffice for the next part, probably with 1 or 2 deviations. There is a 
possibility for a short Tyrolean across the pit that follows and on to the last counterweight. Multiple 
options exist beyond this point – at least Tyrolean traverse or descender-assisted belay. The ice lake 
is reached. Yet another rock-fall follows and the touristic path is reached. This last part of the 
entrance Doline may be covered only using standard stretcher equipment. Once the tourist info point 
and wide road have been reached, only about 20 m of altitude remain to the command post. 
 
Above described part of the Action was leaded and report written by cave rescuer Marko Erker. 
 
 

  
Figure 3: Path leading at the entrance of the cave ˝Velika ledena jama v Paradani˝ and touristic part of the cave. 
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Figure 4: Descending in the cave and one of the narrow passages. 
 

  
Figure 5: Resting in one of the bivouacs. 

 

  
Figure 6: Making notes for technical plan and group photo. 
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Action B.4: Research of a Croatian cave (Kita Gaćešina) 
 

Cave ˝Kita Gaćesina˝ was chosen by our Croatian colleagues because this cave is still under big 
explorations, a lot of caver enters the cave and in the 2012 they also had an extensive rescue 
operation (http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/2012/20120608_1_en.htm).  
Actions B.4 was headed and bellows report written by Darko Bakšić: 
 
On Friday, 16/11/2012 at 18:00 hrs a team comprised of: Danijel Frleta, Sanjin Gotić (HGSS Rijeka), 
Marin Glušević, Katja Milišić (HGSS Split), Goran Rnjak (HGSS ŠI), Slaven Boban and Darko Bakšić 
(HGSS Zagreb) started implementing B.4 activity of the EU Proteus Project. The activity was 
performed in cave pit Kita Gaćešina – Dražnova Puhaljka -737 m deep and 23 334 m long, located in 
Crnopac massif above Gračac. The main purpose of the activity was to visit a complex cave for which 
a rescue plan would additionally be drafted. 
Cave pit Kita Gaćešina was appropriate for this particular activity due to its vast depth and length and 
because in the previous year’s intensive caving research was held there. In the last two years HGSS 
had the two most difficult caving rescue actions in this very pit. 
More on caving rescue operations can be found at www.speleologija.hr/spasavanje/. 
Considering that after the last cave rescue mission it was concluded that the most visited parts of the 
pit should rigged with quality stainless steel double anchors it was decided to put this idea into 
action.   
On Saturday, 17/11/2012 early in the morning, seven members of HGSS entered the pit. Divided into 
4 teams they managed to rig additional line for progressing into the entrance vertical, and then a part 
of the main channel through “Pješčara” and “Grlića” to the bivouac at -268 m depth (measured from 
the lower entrance of Kita Gaćešina) and traverse at “Vrata percepcije”. 
On Sunday they rigged double anchors and climbed “Sonja”, set fixings for the new line of telephone 
cable through “Pješčara” and de-rigged old telephone cable going from “Vrata percepcije” to the 
entrance.  
Whole team exited the pit on Sunday 15:00 hrs, followed by equipment wash and return home. 
 
After detailed observations in the cave also a precise technical plan of the cave was made (Figure 7). 

http://ec.europa.eu/echo/news/2012/20120608_1_en.htm
http://www.speleologija.hr/spasavanje/
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Figure 7: Map of ˝Kita Gaćešina˝ with a technical description of the cave in case of rescue operation.  
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Figure 8: Equipment preparation before entering the cave ˝Kita Gaćešina˝. 

 

  
Figure 9: ˝EU Proteus˝ drilling machine and entrance of the cave. 

 

  
Figure 10: Making a new anchorage and resting in a bivouac. 
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Final remarks and Conclusions  

By the plan of EU Proteus project Actions we have successfully realized visits of two caves deeper 

than 500 meters. There will be some more cave activities especially in the cave ˝Velika ledena jama v 

Paradani˝ to prepare everything for the final cave rescue exercise. Main purposes of the Actions B.3 

and B.4 were achieved – technical plans are made and these two caves are now more secure due to 

some new anchors that were re-rigged or newly installed on the Actions.  

Attachments: 

 Annex 1: permission of Republic of Slovenia Ministry of Agriculture and Environment – 

Slovenian Environment Agency for execution of cave rescue exercise 

 Annex 2: Technical rescue Plan of cave Velika ledena jama v Paradani (.xls document) 

 

Best regards, 
Depala vas, 20.1.2013 

Project Manager: 
Maks Merela 

 
 

 


